
Built for SAP.
Low-code / No-code Solutions

Pillir’s low-code solutions for SAP-centric organizations are designed and built for your unique needs and 
business processes, providing quick business benefits while cleaning your SAP core. 

We know that talent shortage and costs are holding back innovation and modernization, so we offer you 
several options to fit your specific needs:

Pillir makes automating, extending and modernizing even the most 
complicated SAP custom business processes easy. 

pillir.ioPerfected for Supply-Chain. 

Pillir’s solutions makes building, 
modernizing, and maintaining even 
the most complicated SAP custom 
business processes easy. 
Now, you don’t need to wait for ERP migrations 
and upgrades.You can start modernizing your 
operations and supply-chain regardless of 
S/4HANA migration stage in hours or days, as 
opposed to months or years.

FASTER BY

20x
App development and 

speed to market

LOWERED BY

30%
Total cost of ownership 

by reducing techical debt

IMPROVEMENT
Efficiency and productivity3x

1.BUILD YOUR OWN

Award-Winning
Low-code/No-code Platform

2. READY-MADE APPS

Fully integrated, supply-
chain solutions. Customized 
to your needs

3. WE BUILD FOR YOU 

Achieve Business value 
in weeks

www.pillir.io

Our customers see immediate improvements in their KPIs,including:

Achieve quick measurable business impact

Reduction In Material 
Master Maintenance Cost

30%
Reduction of ‘Near 

Miss’ Accidents (OSHA 
Approved)

99%
Reduction In Payroll 
Processing Time & 

Resources

480%



Pillir | Low-code Solutions. Built for SAP. Perfected for Supply-Chain.

Pillir, the leading provider of low-code supply-chain solutions for SAP-centric organizations, helps companies increase efficiency, 
quickly adapt to changing market demands, transform their business functions, and expedite time to value at unprecedented speeds. 
Its award-winning low-code/no-code platform and out-of-the-box customized business applications can be deployed in hours or days 
even in complex IT environments. Its solutions accelerate digitization, jump-starting business innovation while ensuring a clean digital 
core. Pillir is the first and only company to deliver a “transform-code” platform--elevating low-code development to automatically 
transform legacy SAP applications into modern, mobile-friendly, cloud-native applications that run on any device regardless of network 
connectivity providing real-time visibility and business agility. 

Using EdgeReady Cloud’s native SAP Plugin, generate 
SAP compliant OData services automatically from your 
ECC and/or S/4HANA, for all your SAP custom objects, 
eliminating the need to manually build and maintain 
custom OData services.

DIRECT, NATIVE AUTOMATIC INTEGRATION:
Seamlessly Integrate into Your SAP Ecosystem

Utilizing a low-code platform to create new applications is easy, yet not everyone has the resources to do it. 
So, we made it easier. Pillir created deployment-ready application suites can be customized to your company’s 
processes and KPIs in hours and deployed quickly. Our application suites include:

Out-of-the-box, yet tailor made to meet your needs

Goods Movements Warehouse Management Asset Management

EdgeReady Cloud automatically converts your existing custom code into cloud-native, 
microservice-enabled applications and migrates your business logic in the process, 
ensuring institutional knowledge doesn’t get lost in the transition to a modern ERP.

ACCELERATED MODERNIZATION:
Modernize Legacy Code at Your Own Pace

SAP-optimized low-code platform using block based programming

As a low-code / no-code platform, EdgeReady Cloud enables experts and non-experts 
alike to develop environments 20 times faster than traditional methods.

BUSINESS AGILITY:
Rapidly Build New Business Applications

www.pillir.io


